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WARM DRY MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

SPECIALIZED

• Spyder’s proprietary HydroWEB™ is an ultra-thin 
membrane that delivers superior waterproofing and 
breathability. Snow and rain are blocked from pene-
trating the outer shell of the fabric, while a moisture 
transfer system moves perspiration away from you. 

• Available in both two and three-layer systems, 
Pertex© Shield provides a perfect balance of 
waterproofing, breathability, and wind and water re-
pellency, with flexibility and lightweight construction. 
The fabric is incredibly light, but dominates against 
weather.

• The perfect balance of weight, softness and  
durability. The tightly woven construction is well 
balanced; preventing excessive heat loss through the 
fabric while offering significant weight reduction and 
excellent strength.

 
• Spyder’s proprietary DWR Spylon™ hydrophobic 

finish repels rain and snow, decreases dry time, and 
keeps you outside longer. 

• GORE-TEX® is the ideal solution for all kinds of winter 
sports; it’s durably waterproof, windproof, and highly 
breathable. Your hands stay warmer when it’s cold, 
and drier when you perspire. GORE-TEX® gloves 
boast a “Guaranteed to Keep You Dry” promise.

 

• Spyder’s DryWEB™ technology absorbs and  
transports perspiration. 

 

• Stryke has the look and feel of a sweater, with the 
technical performance and comfort of a softshell.

• PrimaLoft® insulation’s silky softness, high loft and 
incredible warmth mimics goose down, but it’s engi-
neered with proprietary finish technology to deliver 
permanent water resistance. 

• Thin yet protective, the trusted warmth of 3M™ 
Thinsulate™ Insulation is your low-profile answer 
to cold. The microfibers that comprise 3M™ 
Thinsulate™ Insulation efficiently trap insulating air, 
reflect radiant body heat, and deliver warmth that 
is two times greater than down and other polyester 
insulations, when equal thicknesses are compared.

• Spyder’s proprietary ThermaWEB™ insulation 
contains ultra-fine fibers that trap and hold body 
heat, to efficiently keep you warm while maintaining 
breathability. 

SPYDER

• Down is nature’s perfect insulator. Its tiny fibers 
are lightweight, compressible, and efficiently hold 
body heat. Down is rated in “power fill.” The higher 
the number, the greater the quality. The greater the 
quality, the better the warmth.

SPYDER

• Synthetic Down is a 100% Polyester insulation fill 
that is as lightweight as natural down, is highly 
breathable and extremely warm…even when wet.


